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A self-organizing, nanocomposite electrode~SONE! system was developed as a model lithium alloy-based anode for rechargeable
lithium batteries.In situ X-ray adsorption spectroscopy, galvanostatic testing, cyclic voltammetry, X-ray diffraction, and trans-
mission electron microscopy were used to analyze the electrode, which was fabricated from a polyethylene oxide-based block
copolymer, single-walled carbon nanotubes, and gold salt. Processing involved a single mixing step without need of a reducing
agent. It was found that thermodynamic self-assembly of the block copolymer could provide a template for incorporation of both
the gold salt and nanotubes. Electrochemical testing and subsequent analysis showed that owing to the small particle size and the
surrounding block copolymer matrix, the SONE system could cycle over 600 cycles with rates varying between C/1.8 and 8.8C
with little evidence of decrepitation or coarsening.
© 2002 The Electrochemical Society.@DOI: 10.1149/1.1518482# All rights reserved.
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Background

In the context of rechargeable lithium batteries, the search
high capacity anodes that avoid the safety concerns associated
pure Li metal while offering higher specific capacities than graph
has led to intense interest in lithium-alloying metals.1-4 While some
lithium alloys such as Li-Sn have high theoretical capacities~.990
mAh/g!, general problems remain, including decrepitation~or crum-
bling! due to volume excursions, subsequent capacity fade with d
cycling,5 kinetic limitations with lithium diffusion in alloys,6 the
need for elevated temperatures in alloying bulk samples,7 and irre-
versible capacity loss.8 Strategies to counter these problems ha
included reducing diffusion distances via use of nanoscale
ticles,9 adding dispersive media~e.g., composite oxides!,10 par-
tial reduction,11 employing ternary intermetallic compound
(Li xMM 8),12 and using conversion reactions.6 High surface area,
nanoscalar materials have received considerable attention as lit
alloy electrodes, partly due to their ability to enhance capacity,
lay cycling failure, and increase the chemical reactivity f
alloying.7,13-17

Exploiting organic materials for directing the assembly of nan
structured, inorganic phases, offers a novel strategy for desig
lithium alloy-based anodes. In some cases, polymers can prov
useful template from which to access chemical or physical pro
ties that are scale dependent or morphologically influenced. Na
cale templating of inorganic phases using block copolymers has
viously been employed in fabricating novel magnetic, electron
and optical materials.18-25 Cohen and co-workers first synthesize
metal nanoclusters in microphase-separated diblock copolymer
using organometallic complexes covalently incorporated into
block component.19,20 Later, this group extended their work to de
velop more universal reactor schemes for synthesizing m
nanophases in preferred block copolymer domains.21,22 Spatzet al.
exploited the self-assembly of polystyrene-b-poly~ethylene oxide!
micelles to form ordered arrays of gold nanoclusters that were
duced from LiAuCl4 .23 The Au cluster size was found to be co
trollable by varying the ratio of gold salt to ethylene oxide uni
More recently, Brown and Watkins demonstrated selective met
zation of diblock copolymers via the reduction of organometa
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precursors in supercritical CO2 fluid, which preferentially swelled
one of the block components.26

Others have created arrays of inorganic nanostructures usin
ther ‘‘track-etch’’ polymeric membranes or porous alumina me
branes as templates, rather than block copolymers.27,28 Martin and
co-workers showed that the membrane-based approach coul
used to form micro- and nanoscale ‘‘brush’’ electrodes for lithiu
batteries. Their work demonstrated the ability to fill such templa
with metals, carbon, or oxides through a variety of approaches
cluding sol-gel processing, electrodeposition, electroless plat
and chemical vapor deposition.29-34

Attention to nanoscalar approaches for electrodes has also
extended to carbon-based anodes, including recent work using
bon nanotubes as energy storage materials.35-42 Smalley et al. re-
ported single-walled carbon nanotubes~SWNTs! with reversible Li
capacities of roughly 460 mAh/g (Li1.23C6), while Zhouet al. dem-
onstrated Li capacities of 1000 mAh/g (Li2.7C6) following postsyn-
thesis treatment.36,41,42These large capacities are offset somewh
however, by the high processing cost of SWNTs compared to tha
graphite, as well as significant initial, irreversible capacity lo
Coupling the templating capabilities of block copolymers with me
salts and nanotubes to form hybrid systems could help reduce
cost burden of nanotubes while endowing the anode with favora
electrochemical and processing features.

In this work, we investigate an anode comprising nanosc
lithium-alloying metal particles, SWNTs and a Li-ion conductin
block copolymer~BC! as an example of a self-organizing nanoco
posite electrode~SONE!. We demonstrate the utility of BCs as tem
plates for forming nanostructured materials with electrochem
functionality. Used as structure-directing agents, BCs can be
signed to disperse and localize the electrode components within
cific domains. The templating ability of BCs obviates the need
preliminary nanoparticle synthesis, subsequent reduction agent
multiple mixing steps in fabricating nanoscale composite electro
for rechargeable lithium batteries.

The use of a block copolymer matrix to obtain improved elect
chemical performance is also evaluated. Thomas and Newman
gest that to mitigate capacity fade in alloy electrodes, the des
must involve little volume change or provide a driving force to ke
particles together during contraction, must prevent resistive lay
from forming during alloy expansion and contraction, and must
hibit agglomeration of particles.43,44 Electrochemically, BCs may
help render the electrode less susceptible to solid electrolyte in
phase~SEI! formation at low potentials while inhibiting agglomera
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tion of metal particles, thereby averting large volume excursio
The BC matrix was also envisioned as an elastic binder, seque
ing Au particles with the SWNTs, and absorbing their expansion
contraction without matrix fracture.

The block copolymer poly~methyl!methacrylate-b-
poly~oxyethylene!9 methacrylate, PMMA-b-POEM, was used to
provide dimensional stability to the composite anode and estab
ionic and electronic contact between a metal dispersion of Au na
particles generatedin situ, carbon nanotubes, and a liquid electr
lyte. While the BC used here played multiple roles as a templ
binder, and ionic conductor, lithium-salt-doped BCs have also b
applied for use as solid polymer electrolytes in rechargeable lith
batteries.45-50 Ultimately, such electrolytes could be employed wi
SONEs of the type studied here, providing a seamless interface
tween battery components.

Gold was selected as the alloying component for this model
tem owing to its nobility~inability to form an oxide surface film!
and its ability to alloy with lithium (Li3.75Au).51 Incorporation of
gold particles into the ionically conducting block copolymer d
mains occurs duringin situ metallothermic reduction of a gold
bearing salt. SWNTs were utilized to electronically connect
‘‘wire’’ the gold dispersion to the external circuit. The resulting a
odes exhibited no evidence of decrepitation or coarsening and d
onstrated excellent resistance to capacity fade when cycled at
current densities.

Experimental

The SONE was prepared by solvent casting a suspensio
PMMA-b-POEM ~58.1 wt %!, polyethylene glycol dimethyl ethe
~PEGDME, 17.4 wt %,Mn 5 430 g/mol, Polysciences!, SWNTs
~10 wt %, obtained courtesy of Rice University!, and LiAuCl4"xH2O
~14.5 wt %, 99.99% purity on a metals basis, Alfa Aesar!, using
tetrahydrofuran~THF! as the solvent. Synthesis of the BC used
this study has previously been described.47 The PMMA-b-POEM
copolymer was 49:51~v/v! in composition and had a number ave
age molecular weight,Mn , of 77,200 g/mol. The BC and PEGDME
were dissolved in THF followed by the introduction of the Au sa
To this mixture, SWNTs in the form of a water suspension w
added and stirred for approximately 2 h. Part of the mixture was
onto a glass plate and allowed to air dry, followed by further dry
in a vacuum oven at 80°C for 48 h. The dried film was transferre
an argon-filled glove box and peeled off its substrate. The film w
sectioned into electrodes, approximately 1 mg in weight and 0.22

in area.
SWNTs self-assemble into bundles of approximately 10-50

in diam, which consist of approximately 30-600 individual tube
each 1.4 nm in diam. Prior to their receipt, processing of the na
tubes involved coating post acid-treated bundles with the surfac
Triton X-100 ~Fig. 1!, an octylphenol ethylene oxide condensa
with a hydrophobic head that adsorbs on the nanotube surface a
hydrophilic (EO)9 tail that facilitates their dispersion in water.42 In
the fabrication of the nanocomposite electrode, the presence o
surfactant coating provides a mechanism to corral the nanotubes
the POEM block domains in contact with the gold salt.52,53 This
preferential localization is expected since the SWNT surfac
chemistry is close to that of the polar POEM component. Indir
evidence for such localization is also given by the electrochem
activity of the SWNTs and Au, implying that~i! the gold resides in

Figure 1. Structure of Triton X-100 surfactant used to disperse the SWN
in water.N ' 9.5.
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the Li1 conducting POEM block,~ii ! the SWNTs also contac
POEM, and~iii ! the SWNTs supply electrons to the gold. Elemen
analysis~Quantitative Technologies, Inc.! of the nanotubes reveale
the presence of residual catalytic impurities of Co~0.26 wt %! and
Ni ~0.25 wt %! used in the SWNT synthesis.42 Subsequent mas
balance calculations and cyclic voltammetry~CV! measurements
confirmed that the electrochemical contributions from these imp
ties were negligible.

Cells were fabricated in an argon-filled glove box with the SON
serving effectively as the cathode against an excess of Li m
~Alfa-Aesar, 30 mil thickness!. Liquid electrolyte~1 M LiPF6 in
ethylene carbonate: dimethyl carbonate, 1:1; EM Science! was used
with a separator~Celgard 2300, Celgard, Inc., Charlotte, NC!. Cells
were subjected to galvanostatic testing using a Maccor Series 4
automated test system, with voltage limits of 0 and 2.5 V and c
rents of 50-800mA, always at identical instant rates of charge a
discharge (i c 5 i d).

To confirm the reduction and alloying processes involved,
was performed on working electrodes of pure metallic Au and
SWNTs with lithium metal serving as counter and reference e
trodes. All CV test cells were constructed in an argon-filled glo
box, sealed, and tested outside at ambient temperature using
lartron 1286 electrochemical interface~Solartron Analytical, Hous-
ton, TX! controlled by Corrware/Corrview~Scribner Associates
Inc., Southern Pines, NC!. The SWNTs were scanned in a potenti
window of 0.0 to 3.0 V at scan rates from 0.5 to 10 mV s21. For the
Au working electrode, several potential windows between 0.0
7.0 V were analyzed at 200 mV s21 to verify the alloying process.

Wide-angle X-ray scattering~WAXS! and peak-breadth determ
nation were performed on early-cycled and postcycled sample
evaluate Au crystallite sizes, using a rotating anode X-ray pow
diffractometer~Rigaku Corp., Tokyo, Japan! and JADE 61 analysis
software~Materials Data, Inc., Livermore, CA!. Diffraction patterns
were obtained using Cu Ka radiation and rotating the SONE
samples by an angleu and the detector by 2u ~Bragg-Bretano dif-
fraction!. Transmission electron microscopy~TEM! was performed
on solvent cast films of PMMA-b-POEM doped with Au salt using a
JEOL 200CX in bright-field mode operating at 200 keV.

In situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy~XAS! was used to inves-
tigate the reduction and alloying process over the first discharg
the cell. The XAS experiments were conducted on beamline X-1
of the National Synchrotron Light Source~NSLS! at Brookhaven
National Laboratory with the electron storage ring operating at
energy of 2.8 GeV and a current in the range 110-250 mA.54 Spectra
of the Au L3-edge~11919 eV! were collected in transmission mod
at room temperature using a Si~111! double-crystal monochromato
~detuned by 15%!. The X-ray intensities were monitored using ion
ization chambers filled with a flowing mixture of nitrogen (N2) and
argon~Ar! gases. The mixing ratio for the two gases was adjuste
yield 20% absorption for the incident beam and 60% absorption
the transmitted beam. Data were collected with energy intervals
step of 5 eV for the pre-edge region~11618-11888 eV!, 0.5 eV for
the edge region~11888-11968 eV!, and ak-space interval of 0.05
Å21 for the remainder of the spectrum. Each spectrum extende
13021 eV for thein situ electrode data and 13448 eV for the Au fo
data. Integration intervals per point were set to 1 second for
pre-edge and edge regions and 2 s for the postedge region. A dela
time of 0.3 s was used between successive data points in orde
the monochromator to equilibrate at each point. The energy of
monochromator was calibrated using a 5mm thick Au foil with the
edge energy of 11918 eV assigned to the inflection point of the m
edge. Thein situ spectra for the electrode were collected simul
neously with the spectrum for the Au foil to continuously monit
the energy calibration of the monochromator. In this case, the in
sity of the transmitted beam through the reference Au foil was m
sured using a third ion chamber containing the same mixture as
used for monitoring the transmitted beam through the electroche
cal cell. Each spectrum required an acquisition time of 21~for the
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electrode! and 24~for the Au foil! minutes. The Au L3-edge jumps
are 0.81~for the electrode! and 1.08~for the Au foil!. The EXAFS
~extended X-ray absorption fine structure! spectrum,x(k), was ex-
tracted using a cubic spline procedure, which minimized the am
tude of nonphysical peaks in the 0-1 Å region of the Four
transform.55,56 The photoelectron wavenumber,k, was defined by
assigning the inflection point as the zero of the photoelectron ene
The spectra were normalized to a per atom basis using the ab
tion edge jump at 100 eV above the edge energy. Energy depen
normalization was also applied to thex(k) data using the atomic
absorption calculated with McMaster coefficients.57

Results and Discussion

The ability of the block copolymer to template the alloying me
component of the nanocomposite electrode is demonstrate
Fig. 2, which shows a bright field TEM image of PMMA-b-POEM
doped with LiAuCl4 ~;20 wt %!. As shown in a previous investi
gation, incorporation of a lithium salt induces microphase separa
of the otherwise miscible PMMA and POEM block components48

In Fig. 2, contrast between the microphase-separated block dom
arises from localization of the electron-dense Au salt to the PO
domains~darker regions!. Extended exposure to high energy ele
trons in the TEM causes the LiAuCl4 to be reducedin situ, leaving
discrete nanometer-scale particles dispersed through the POEM
mains of the block copolymer.58 The morphology of the salt-
containing block copolymer in Fig. 2 appears to be a bicontinu
gyroid structure.59 Addition of other components to the block co
polymer, including SWNTs, PEGDME, and liquid electrolyte mig
be expected to shift the equilibrium morphology to one of high
effective POEM content, preserving the continuity of the POE
domains.59,60 While the in situ morphology was not ascertained
this investigation, the electrochemical data provides indirect
dence that a continuous structure is indeed present, with the PO
block domains serving as pathways for ionic conduction through
electrode. Addition of the surfactant-coated carbon nanotubes to
BC/salt provides a mechanism for thein situ reduction of the
LiAuCl4 salt upon electrochemical cycling.

Confirmation of Au salt reduction on cycling was obtained v
XAS performedin situ during the initial discharge of the cell. Figur
3 shows that, upon initial discharge, the amplitude of the Au-Cl p
at ;1.9 Å rapidly diminishes while the Au-Au peak at;2.75 Å

Figure 2. TEM image of microphase-separated PMMA-b-POEM after ad-
dition of 20 wt % LiAuCl4 . Localization of this Au salt to the POEM
component~dark regions! provides contrast between the block domains.
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increases, signaling the formation of metallic gold. This latter pe
reaches a maximum and then decreases with further discharge
parently due to the onset of Au-Li alloying. We conclude that m
tallic gold is being produced by reaction between the LiAuCl4 and
lithium metal generated by faradaic reduction of Li1. The reduction
of the gold salt shown by the EXAFS data also suggests that
SWNTs are in intimate electronic contact with the salt-doped PO
domains and thus serve as electron carriers. The localization o
Au within the POEM domains~Fig. 2!, in conjunction with the
preference of the Triton-coated SWNTs for the hydrophilic POE
block, support the conclusion that the active electrode compon
self-assemble in the ion-conducting domains of the blo
copolymer.52,53

The galvanostatic testing and resulting voltage profiles are c
sistent with the EXAFS results above, which suggest Li-Au allo
ing. Long-term cycling of the SONE system between 0.0 and 2.
at several current rates illustrates the reversibility of the alloy
reaction~Fig. 4!. An initial large drop in capacity was attributed t
the reduction of the Au salt and the irreversible capacity loss a
ciated with the high surface area SWNTs.42 Initial cycling was per-
formed at 50mA ~43.5 mA/g electrode! and increased stepwise t
800mA ~696 mA/g electrode! by the 210th cycle. The discharge an
charge rates were subsequently lowered to the original values
finally to 25 mA after 520 cycles. The cell shows good cyclabili
and high rate capability up to 700 cycles, with the onset of sign
cant capacity fade after;600 cycles. After 720 cycles, cycling wa
stopped and the cell disassembled in an argon-filled glove box
post mortem analysis.

Wide-angle X-ray scattering was performed to assess Au crys
lite size in the SONE sample that had been cycled 720 times
another cycled only four times. Both samples were stopped in
fully charged state, in which the samples are completely dealloy
in order to access evidence of coarsening or deterioration of the
crystal structure under the deep cycling conditions. X-ray diffract
~XRD! patterns for both samples, shown in Fig. 5, reveal se
peaks attributed to Au. Rietveld refinements and subsequent cry

Figure 3. Phase uncorrected Fourier transforms ofk3-weightedin situ EX-
AFS data of LiAuCl4 reduction and subsequent alloying with increasi
discharge time along with that for metallic Au over thek-space range 3.0-
14.0 Å21 and a Hanning window of 0.5 Å21. Note that distances in thes
Fourier transforms are shifted by roughly20.2 Å from the actual distances
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lite size determination using peak-breadth measurements reve
average crystallite sizes of 30-35 nm for both samples~limited and
fully cycled!, suggesting that the Au particles remain confined to
nanoscale POEM domains of the block copolymer, and that co
ening of the Au particles upon cycling was minimal. WAXS analy
reveals somewhat different peak intensity ratios for SONE sam
cycled 4 and 720 times, withI 111/I 200 . 3.05 and 2.25, respec
tively. For both samples,I 111/I 200 is higher than the reference
value of 1.92, suggesting that the nanoparticles grow in a prefe
orientation. The mechanism responsible for this orientation can o
be speculated at this point.

Differential capacity plots were used to analyze the cycling ch
acteristics of the electrode. Figure 6 reveals the presence of se
discharge and charge plateaus~observed as peaks! representing two-
phase regions during lithium alloying. The charging peaks locate
approximately 0.18, 0.48, 0.74, and 1.15 V are believed to be a
ciated with dealloying of the Au4Li15, AuLi3 , d1 (;AuLi2), andb
~;AuLi ! phases, respectively.51 The scale has been resized to e
phasize the lithium alloying peaks relative to the SWNT ba
ground. The large electrochemical background contributed from
SWNTs was also studied~discussed below! and is not correlated
with the observed peaks, which were attributed to reversible Au
alloying. Upon discharge, only the corresponding peaks assoc
with the onset of theb, d1 , and Au4Li15 phases are initially ob-
served. By the 50th discharge cycle, only the first two discha
peaks are observed~b andd1) while all four peaks remain evident in
the corresponding charge cycle, albeit depressed~Fig. 8!. This sug-
gests that traversing the phase diagram in the charge direction~i.e.,

Figure 4. Cycling of SONE electrodevs. lithium metal at various discharge
rates. Key shows sequence of current rates applied.

Figure 5. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction patterns of SONE samples cycled
times ~top! and 720 times~bottom!. Peak fits reveal an average crystalli
size of 30-35 nm in each case.
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the removal of lithium! may be more kinetically facile than th
discharge process~alloying! upon reaching the latter two phase
(AuLi3 and Au4Li15).

Calculation of the volume expansion of the Au upon Li alloyin
requires estimation using the Au-Li phase diagram, accounting
the structure, lattice parameters, and atomic arrangement of Au
Li atoms.61-64At high temperatures in thea phase~a distorted face-
centered cubic structure!, the lattice parameter changes from 4.0
~Au! to 3.968~39.2 atom % Li!, representing an overall 22% volum
expansion upon traversing the entire phase. One might expe
comparable volume change at room temperature across this ran
composition, although the precise value will depend on the adop
structure. For theb8 phase~;55 atom % Li! exhibiting a CsCl
structure, Kienast and Verma reported a density of 10.10 g/cm3.65

This translates to a doubling of the initial nanoparticle volume in
nanocomposite anode.65 Small particle sizes, together with a matr
that prevents agglomeration, appear instrumental in allowing s
large volume excursions to occur without immediate capacity fa

For comparison, an electrode incorporating bulk Au powder, c
bon black, and poly~vinylidene fluoride! as binder was prepared an
run under similar galvanostatic conditions. Cells were cycled
proximately 100 times before significant capacity fade was
served. Differential plots of these cells~not shown! also revealed
voltage plateaus corresponding with the onset of theb~; AuLi ! and
d1 phases. The peaks associated with onset of the Au3

and Au4Li15 phases were not observed, presumably due to trans
limitations in these bulk powders under the chosen test conditio
Independent cyclic voltammetry performed on a gold working el
trode of 2.3 mm2 against lithium counter and reference electrod
revealed a single peak in the anodic sweep close to the 1.1 V p
observed for the SONE system. Obtaining the additional alloy
peaks in the Au working electrode, however, required initially
freshing the surface of Au via electrochemical deplating at h
potentials~greater than14.0 V!. Considering the practical voltag
limits used for galvanostatic testing of the SONE system~0 to 2.5
V!, the Au particle surface in the system could be assumed to co
of a SEI layer which develops with alloying.66 The decrease in the
peaks attributed to thed1 , AuLi3 , and Au4Li15 phases with cycling
in the SONE system might also be explained by a similar passi

Figure 6. Differential capacity plots of the first, third, and 50th cycles (I c

5 I d 5 50mA). The discharge sweep~bottom! represents alloying while
the charge sweep~top! represents dealloying. The four peaks in the cha
sweep are associated~from left to right! with the phase transformations from
Au4Li15 , AuLi3 , d1(;AuLi2), and b ~;AuLi !, respectively. Peaks below
0.5 V on discharge are partially cropped because of scaling and large
teresis from SWNTs.
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ing layer that restricts further lithiation and phase transformatio
The large background hysteresis observed in the differential

of the SONE system was resolved by CV on the SWNTs. A fr
standing film of SWNTs was prepared by solvent casting and o
and vacuum drying nanotubes dispersed in water. Tests were
formed by immersing part of the SWNT film in the same liqu
electrolyte as that used for the SONE system. The eighth sca
displayed in Fig. 7, showing the absence of current peaks assoc
with voltage plateaus. The lack of well-defined interstitial sites h
been used to explain this wide potential range for intercalation
deintercalation.36 Previous literature has also confirmed large ir
versible losses for SWNTs, ranging from 660 to 1200 mAh/g,
pending on their prior treatment.41 The CV curve in Fig. 7 overlays
well with the differential capacity plot in Fig. 6 and explains th
hysteresis observed in the capacity. Contributions from the resi
traces of Ni/Co catalysts~;0.5 wt % of the SWNTs! used to syn-
thesize the SWNTs were undetectable in the voltammetric tra
CV was also performed on the BC and showed no electrochem
capacity for the voltage limits used herein.47

Figure 8 overlays the 50th and 520th cycles of the SONE, d
onstrating the reversible nature of the system after extended cy
at high current rates. Theb charge and discharge peaks rema
largely unchanged, showing that the lithiation process is highly
versible for LixAu (x 5 0 to 1!. At currents above 50mA, this peak
diminishes until it completely disappears atI c 5 I d 5 800mA,
showing that the alloying process is kinetically limited at high ra
~;8.8C! even for nanocrystallites. A conservative estimate of the
rates can be obtained by assuming a weighted, theoretical cap
of ;434 mAh/g ~active mass!, based on LixAu (x 5 3.75) and
Li yC6 (y 5 1). A 50 mA current rate would then correspond to
;C/1.8 rate and a 800mA current rate to a;8.8 C rate. The capac
ity at this high C rate can be attributed primarily to the SWNTs.

Figure 7. CV plot of SWNTs, eighth cycle, 0.5 mV/s.

Figure 8. A differential capacity plot comparing the SONE Li-Au alloyin
peaks after extended cycling.
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Calculating the peak areas at the lower C/1.8 current rate at
utable to gold-lithium alloying for the 50th cycle and comparing th
to the total capacity shows that the gold contributes roughly 15%
the total capacity in the electrode, mainly due to the low me
loading. Based on the weight and capacity of the microelectro
this corresponds to roughly 314 mAh/g Au contribution, or on a
erage;2.3 Li per Au atom. This value correlates well with da
showing one fullb peak after several hundred cycles and thr
additional but depressed peaks (d1 ,AuLi3 ,Au4Li15). The presence
of the alloying process after several hundred cycles without los
capacity suggests that the gold particles are not suffering from
crepitation problems and that the SWNTs serve to electronic
wire the particles.

Conclusion

In this study, a self-organizing nanocomposite electrode was
pared as a model anode for rechargeable lithium batteries that in
porated SWNTs and Au particles as active electrode materials i
ion-conducting block copolymer binder. The choice of a block c
polymer electrolyte as a matrix and template was rationalized a
approach to increase the cell’s longevity by decreasing coarse
problems associated with traditional bulk composite electro
through the confinement of metal particles and nanotubes to
ion-conducting block domains. This control over morphology on
nanometer scale allows tailoring of the macroscopic mechanical
electrical properties, providing sufficient electronic and ionic co
ductivity while maintaining intimate contact between the SWN
and Au.52,53

Future designs of electrode systems exploiting the concep
self-organization will require increased metal loading while ma
taining processing ease. Given sufficient percolation of meta
nanoparticles, adequate electronic conductivity could be obta
through direct contact or tunneling, eliminating the need for carb
Alternately, strategies that form continuous inorganic nanopha
through use of BC templates might simultaneously address this
challenge,22,24-26yielding high capacity electrodes able to withsta
high rates while retaining the cyclability observed herein.
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